Abstract. We present a novel method to create complex search services over public online biomedical databases using hierarchical task network planning techniques. In the proposed approach, user queries are regarded as planning tasks (goals), while basic query services provided by the databases correspond to planning operators (POs). Each individual source is then mapped to a set of POs that can be used to process primitive (simple) queries. Advanced search services can be created by defining decomposition methods (DMs). The latter can be regarded as "recipes" that describe how to decompose non-primitive (complex) queries into sets of simpler subqueries following a divide-andconquer strategy. Query processing proceeds by recursively decomposing nonprimitive queries into smaller queries, until primitive queries are reached that can be processed using planning operators. Custom web search services can be created from the generated planners to provide biomedical researchers with valuable tools to process frequent complex queries.
Introduction
Over the last few years, there has been a dramatic increment in the number of publicly available biomedical databases [1] . The latter provide information on complementary topics, including biomedical literature, diseases, genes, proteins, polymorphisms, etc.
Public online resources are normally focused on single topics. For instance, PubMed [2] provides references to literature, while OMIM [3] is a database of genetic disorders. Therefore, to process frequent queries that involve searching for several topics, users are required to manually follow ad-hoc search flows that define chained sequences of searches on different databases. An example of such queries would be "retrieve all European laboratories that perform diagnostic tests for the Cystic Fibrosis disease". This search would entail the use of the following search flow: i) searching the OMIM database to get the disease identifier (MIM ID) associated to that particular disease, and ii) querying the EDDNAL [4] database using the previously obtained MIM ID to retrieve all the laboratories that perform clinical tests for the target genetic disorder. Manually executing these search flows becomes a harder task when the number of involved databases increases. Therefore, there is a need for novel methods and tools to automatically perform these complex searches.
In this paper we propose the use of hierarchical task planning (HTN) techniques [5, 6] to facilitate the creation of complex query services over public online biomedical databases. In our approach, user queries are regarded as tasks to be performedi.e. goals to be achieved-while basic query services provided by the sources are viewed as primitive planning operators (POs). For instance, the PubMed biomedical literature database provides different basic query services-e.g. searches by topics, authors, journals, etc. Thus, a user query such as "find all articles by John Doe" could be considered as a task (or goal) to be achieved. Similarly, the query service "search all the articles by a concrete author" provided by PubMed could be regarded as a PO that can be used to carry out that particular task.
The idea behind the proposed method is exploiting the domain knowledge provided by the search flows followed by users to create query decomposition methods (DMs) to deal with non-primitive queries. The latter are complex queries that involve a chained sequence of searches in one or more databases. Unlike simple queries, non primitive queries cannot be processed by applying a single primitive planning operator. Instead, they require the execution of a sorted sequence of primitive operators. Hence, DMs can be defined as pieces of domain knowledge that describe how to recursively decompose complex queries into a set of simpler queries following a divide-and-conquer strategy. These subqueries can be either primitive or non-primitive. Further decomposition is then performed on non-primitive subqueries until primitive queries are reached that can be processed using individual planning operators.
Once a planner based on specific DMs extracted from a given search flow has been created, it can be used as the core of a web search service that supports that concrete search flow. The generated web services can be either used as independent tools, or can be reused as building blocks to create more complex query services. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we focus on the methods we used to create web search services from search flows using HTN planning techniques. Next, we present the results of an experiment that we conducted to test our approach. The experiment involved an actual search flow frequently used in the domain of genetic diseases. After that, we briefly compare our method with other similar approaches. Finally, we draw the conclusions.
Methods
The first step toward the creation of custom web services supporting concrete search flows is the identification of the involved databases. Once the sources have been identified, each database is then mapped to a set of planning operators (POs) describing the basic search services provided by that particular source. To represent these operators, we use the classical representation [7] for planning problems, based on first order logic (FOL).
